
         
HighScope Curriculum

Theme: Teacher:Week of  
Overall Goal: Children will be able to…

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Large Group 

Phonological Awareness:

Opening Activity: 

Phonological Awareness:  

Opening Activity: 

Phonological Awareness:  

Opening Activity:  

Phonological Awareness:  

Opening Activity:  

Phonological Awareness:  

Opening Activity: 

Phonological Awareness:  

Individualizing Activities:  Each child must be represented with some type of code for individualization such as by – Letter, Number, Shape or Color) 
Wash Hands/Breakfast/Brush Teeth-Teachers will engage in conversation with children to promote language development and a positive social experience. 
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AM Group I AM Group 1 AM Group 1 AM Group 1 AM Group I 

Planned Activity:  Planned Activity:  Planned Activity: Planned Activity:  Planned Activity:  

AM Group 2 AM Group 2 AM Group 2 AM Group 2 AM Group 2 

Planned Activity:  Planned Activity:  Planned Activity: Planned Activity:  Planned Activity:  

AM  Small Group 1 

AM  Small Group 2 

Individualization  of Students: →

Individualization  of Students: →



Music and Movement/Props 

Music/Movement Activity:  Music/Movement Activity: Music/ Movement Activity: Music/Movement Activity: Music/Movement Activity: 

 Planning Strategy 1:  DRDP Measure:      

Work Time: Teacher will set-up alternate activities and materials related to current topic or interest for the week in addition to the learning materials accessible daily. Materials rotated for developmental reasons and for rotation are also 
indicated below. Teachers will rotate through centers to promote language development, collect assessments and encourage learning. 

Changes 

To the 
Environment 

Books: 

(Title to support 

the study) 

Literacy Props 

for Focus Book: 

Language & Literacy Area – 
Writing Area – 

Flannel Board- 

Listening Area- 

Toys/ Math Area – 

House Area Added Items – Art Area – Block Area – 

Science Area – Sensory Table – Special Activities – 

  Recall Strategy 1:  DRDP Measure:

 Recall Strategy 2:  DRDP Measure: 

 Clean-up 

Outdoor/Physical Activity Teachers 
will offer planned activity for 
interested children during outside 
time such as books, writing 
materials, and manipulative. Large 
motor equipment and other materials 
will be accessible daily such as bikes, 
jump ropes, balls, etc...

Planned Activities: Planned Activities: Planned Activities: Planned  Activities: Planned Activities: 

Planning Strategy 2: DRDP Measure:



Planned/Child Initiated Story Book:  Book:  Book: Book: Book:  

 Wash Hands/Lunch/Brush Teeth–Teachers will engage in conversation with children to promote language development and a positive social experience. 

Daily Review: Teacher will use daily message board to review day’s events and prepare for tomorrow. 

Planned Nutrition Activity: 

“Parent Involvement”- Please include parent activities. There should be collaboration between teachers and parents. 

Quiet Activity/Prepare 
To Go Home/Dismissal 

Physical Activity 

All children should be 
engaged in meaningful 
physical activities daily. With a 
minimum of two (2) 10 
minute teacher directed 
activities per week. 

 Nutrition Activity 
All Children should be 
engaged in some type of 
nutrition activity weekly. 
With a minimum of two (2) 
teacher directed activities 
per week.

Planned Nutrition Activity: Planned Nutrition Activity: Planned Nutrition Activity: Planned Nutrition Activity: 


	Blank Page

	Week of: 
	Theme: Getting Ready!
	Teacher: 
	Opening Act vity Phonological Awareness: Animal Chant: Stay awhile Crocodile Say hello, Rainbow What’s up, Buttercup? How are you Kangaroo? Looking fine, Sunshine. Stick around, Basset Hound. Be a friend, Pelican. Stay and play, Manta Ray Let’s share, Panda Bear And hi, said the Fly!What Letter Start Your Name?
	Opening Act vity Phonological Awareness_2: Animal Chant: Stay awhile Crocodile Say hello, Rainbow What’s up, Buttercup? How are you Kangaroo? Looking fine, Sunshine. Stick around, Basset Hound. Be a friend, Pelican. Stay and play, Manta Ray Let’s share, Panda Bear And hi, said the Fly!What Letter Start Your Name?
	Opening Act vity Phonological Awareness_3: Animal Chant: Stay awhile Crocodile Say hello, Rainbow What’s up, Buttercup? How are you Kangaroo? Looking fine, Sunshine. Stick around, Basset Hound. Be a friend, Pelican. Stay and play, Manta Ray Let’s share, Panda Bear And hi, said the Fly!What Letter Start Your Name?
	Opening Act vity Phonological Awareness_4: Animal Chant: Stay awhile Crocodile Say hello, Rainbow What’s up, Buttercup? How are you Kangaroo? Looking fine, Sunshine. Stick around, Basset Hound. Be a friend, Pelican. Stay and play, Manta Ray Let’s share, Panda Bear And hi, said the Fly!What Letter Start Your Name?
	Opening Act vity Phonological Awareness_5: Animal Chant: Stay awhile Crocodile Say hello, Rainbow What’s up, Buttercup? How are you Kangaroo? Looking fine, Sunshine. Stick around, Basset Hound. Be a friend, Pelican. Stay and play, Manta Ray Let’s share, Panda Bear And hi, said the Fly!What Letter Start Your Name?
	AM Group ITime AM  Class Small Group 1 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students: 1/2/3/4/5/6/7
	AM Group 1Time AM  Class Small Group 1 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students: 1/2/3/4/5/6/7
	AM Group 1Time AM  Class Small Group 1 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students_2: 1/2/3/4/5/6/7
	AM Group 1Time AM  Class Small Group 1 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students_3: 1/2/3/4/5/6/7
	AM Group ITime AM  Class Small Group 1 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students_2: 1/2/3/4/5/6/7
	Planned Activity: Tearing Paper Beginning: Start by telling children that we will be working with our fine motor skills today.  Ask them if they had ever torn paper before.       Middle: Give children a paper and ask it how they are going to be tearing their paper, small, medium, or large pieces.  Ask them if they can create an illustration by tearing the paper.  Encourage them to talk about their artwork.  END: Encourage them to share with peers their artwork and illustration.  Encourage them to dictate a story.  Clean up and transition to next activity.  
	Planned Activity_2: Making Shapes  Beginning:  Place the three tag-board shapes on the table and say “I have three shapes” Talk about the names of the shapes and its dimensions.  “The circle reminds me of a cookie.  Have you ever eaten a cookie shape of a triangle?” Say “I am going to make a cookie the shape of a triangle.:  Middle: As children explore the materials, talk with them about the shapes, including their names, properties, and how they are alike and different.  END: Set out baskets for the children to sort the tag-board shapes.  As them what they want to do with the cookies on the cookie sheets.  With the children put away the leftover dough, knives, and rolling pins.  
	Planned Activity_3: Frogs on Lily Pads Beginning: Start by telling the children a story about a frog who crossed a pond by jumping on the colored lily pads.  Use a small plastic frog and two colors of paper squares.  Arrange the squares by alternating colors in a line across the felt board-red-yellow-red-yellow.        Middle: Give each children colored paper and a frog.  Ask the children to tell their own story about a frog and Lily pads.  Watch to see how children arrange the paper on the table. Comment on what you observe.                                         END: Watch to see whether children make patterns or sort their squares by color.  Before clean up time, ask the children if they would like to share how they arranged their lily pads. 
	Planned Activity_4: Shades of Paint    Beginning: Show the children the paint and mane the color and the white and black.  Ask the children “What do you think will happen when white is added to the color?  Acknowledge responses and mix paints.  Middle: Observe and comment along with the children about the changes they see.   Focus on how the primary color gets progressively lighter the more white the children add and how it gets darker when the children add more black.  Encourage children to comment on their peer’s work.  Encourage to look around the classroom for colors.  END: Together with the children cleanup the paints and mixing tools.  If children want to keep their papers, label them with the children’s names.  Pick out shades of colors in the children’s clothes and shoes to determine the order in which they will proceed to the next activity.  
	Planned Activity_5: Bears on a Boat: Beginning: Introduce the activity by saying  "This Block is a Boat and four of these bears are going to take a boat ride." count each bear as I put four bears on the block.  Pretend to give the bears a ride on the block.  Take the bears off and ask how many bears should ride the boat this time"Middle: Observe the children as they are using the materials.  Ask them how many bears they are putting on and taking off tier boats.  Extend children's stories about the bears and blocks by asking open-ended.  Introduce different size blocks, fabric pieces or other props for children to use. End: Give a warning, and bring the activity to a close.  With the children, put the bears and block back where they belong.  Remind the children where they can find these materials in the classroom if they want to play with them at work time.
	MusicMovement Activity: Marching Ants: Start with song "We're gonna shake, shake" song to get he children's attention.  Using number cards 1-10, we will sing the song "The Ants Go Marching One By One" song using numbers 1-10 in order.  Song leader will encourage children to follow him/her around the classroom and back to the carpet. 
	MusicMovement Activity_2: Fast and Slow Movements- Start with easy to join song "We're Gonna Shake, Shake, Shake" song to get children's attention.  Using a CD player and disk, I will let children know we will be moving our bodies fast and slow using music with fast and slow tempos.  Play the slow part of the music and encourage children to move their bodies slow.  Play fast part of the music and encourage children to move their bodies fast. Play the music with the fast and slow tempos alerting them to the change in the tempo.  
	Music Movement Activity: Singing Songs:  Sing the "We're gonna shake, shake, shake" song until all children have joined. Using classroom and song book with three of the children's name and letter links, tell the class that today these three children will each choose a song from the book and lead us in moving our bodies in different dance movements. 
	MusicMovement Activity_3: Silent Moves: Sing the song: "We're gonna shake, shake, shake" song until all children have joined.  Informed children that using our song book with two of the children's name on the book.  Inform class that these two children will choose each choose a song from the song book. Encourage the child to come up with different moves that their peers can make such as Raise both arms above your head, put one hand on your lap, put your other hand on your lap, make your hands "crawl", Put one hand on your tummy, put other hand on your tummy, Bend one Knee, bend your other knee.  Observe who can follow directions.
	MusicMovement Activity_4: Statue Music: Using the smart tablet to look at a variety of statues.  I will sing "We're gonna shake, shake, shake" song to get the children's attention.  Ask the children if they have ever seen a statue?  Inform children that we can make statues with our bodies by holding them very strong (Stiff) and still. As the children to stand p and try making a statue along with me.  Ask if they can change their statue I some way(pick up a leg, move an arm to a different position) We will use music now to make statues and when the music stops, freeze your statue.  
	Planning Strategy 1: Planning Glasses
	DRDP Measure: ATL-REG7,LLD1,10, ELD-1,2,4
	Planning Strategy 2: Puzzle- Using child's name under puzzle piece
	DRDP Measure_2: ATL-REG 7, LLD-1,10 , ELD 1,2,3
	Language  Literacy Area: Name cards and letter links, What Letter Starts Your Name Chart, ABC Book, Elmo's ABC Book, Alphabet Adventure
	Writing Area  Flannel Board  Listening Area: paper, crayons, name cards, letter links.5 Little Ducks5 Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed-book
	Toys Math Area: puzzles, counting bears with numbered plates (1-5), number bots, shape building magnets
	House Area Added Items: baby dolls, pots, fruits, dress up clothes, necklaces, 
	Art Area:  water paint, crayons, paper, crayons
	Block Area: colored cardboard blocks, cars, community helpers
	Science Area: Leaves, wood carvings, artificial bugs, magnifying glasses, 3 way mirrors set
	Sensory Table: funnels and measuring cups in water table.
	Special Activities: Inform children of Assessments 
	Recall Strategy 1: Roll a Ball
	DRDP Measure_3: ATL-REG-7, LLD-1-2, ELD-1-2
	Recall Strategy 2: Drawing a picture of what you worked with.
	DRDP Measure_4: ATL-REG-7, LLD-1-2, ELD-1-2, PDHLTH-4
	Time Cleanup: Time Keeper will give a 5 minute warning followed by a 2 minute warning to clean up centers and get ready to transition to Recall Time. Play Clean up Song.
	Planned Activities: Exploring the outdoor space with children, talk about safety and rules, introduce material, and talk to them about what they are doing.  Provide comfort if necessary.Follow the leader: Teacher will lead and children will work on balancing on one foot, hoping, and jumping. 
	Planned Activities_2: Continue exploring the outdoor space with the children, watching for safety, playing with the children, asking questions about their summer, Follow the leader: Teacher will lead and children will work on balancing on one foot, hoping, and jumping.
	Planned Activities_3: Continue exploring the outdoor space with the children, watching for safety, playing with the children, asking questions about their summer, acknowledging children’s feelings.Follow the leader: Teacher will lead and children will work on balancing on one foot, hoping, and jumping.
	Planned  Activities: Continue exploring the outdoor space with the children, watching for safety, playing with the children, asking questions about their summer, acknowledging children’s feelings.Follow the leader: Teacher will lead and children will work on balancing on one foot, hoping, and jumping.
	Planned Activities_4: Continue exploring the outdoor space with the children, watching for safety, playing with the children, asking questions about their summer, acknowledging children’s feelings.Follow the leader: Teacher will lead and children will work on balancing on one foot, hoping, and jumping.
	PlannedChild Initiated Story: 
	Book: Round is a Moon-cake
	Book_2: Mouse Shapes
	Book_3: Mouse Paint
	Book_4: Time To Share Panda Bear
	Book_5: All Kinds of Friends, Even Green
	Time Wash HandsLunchBrush Teeth  Teachers will engage in conversation with children to promote language development and a positive social experience: 
	Daily Review Teacher will use daily message board to review days events and prepare for tomorrow: 
	Parent InvolvementPlease include parent activities There should be collaboration between teachers and parents_2: Hello Families- Children are transitioning successfully from home to school.  We will continue to focus on Social and Emotional Support at drop off time and throughout the day.  Thank you for your continuous support.  We have introduced the classroom centers and how to use materials in a meaningful way.  Children have begun to plan with teacher which area they would like to work at and are carrying out their plan.  They are working in centers building relationships with peers and socializing, learning to share and take turns with materials, and being responsible-cleaning up as they go.   I will continue to add songs along with videos for children to sing/ dance to at home.  There will no school September 6- Labor Day and September 24- Staff Development Day.   Continue to work with children at home- Reviewing Letters in their name, Following a routine, Reviewing parts of a book-author, illustrator, back/front cover, spine.  Discuss what happened in the story and encourage child to draw a picture and dictate to parent.  
	Opening Activity: Draw a daily routine symbol for cleanup time; write the word clean-up with a bag to the message.  Help the children read this message that for cleanup they will pick a container and gather things to put away.  Introduce water and sand table to the Sensory Center.  Remind children to keep in mind these tables when planning).  Introduce Teacher who will be helping today.
	Opening Activity 2: Draw a daily routine symbol for cleanup time and a question mark “Today for cleanup time we are going to do something different-it’s a mystery.  At cleanup time you’ll see what we’re going to be doing?”  (Sneaky clean up: “Today we are going to have a ‘sneaky cleanup’.  Ask children to tiptoe and quietly put away their toys.")
	Opening Activity 3: Draw daily routine symbol for cleanup time and draw a question mark (?).  Ask children if they remember what they did yesterday for cleanup time.  Confirm their responses by saying “Yes, today we will be doing sneaky cleanup.”  Daily announcements. 
	Opening Activity 4: Draw daily routine symbol for cleanup time. Write cleanup and ? and tape a few cards next to message.  Help the children read this message that for cleanup time, everyone is going to clean up by area.  Draw two simple images of the school with a red circle and diagonal slash over them.  Write 3 no school days and helping the children interpret the drawing.   Remind them that they will stay home for three days and then come back to school. 
	Opening Activity 5: Draw daily routine symbol for clean up time, write cleanup and ? and tape a few area cards next to this message.  Help the children read this message that for cleanup time, everyone is going to clean up by areas. Draw two simple images of the school with a red circle and diagonal slash over them.  Write "2 no school days" and help the children  interpret the drawing.  Remind them that they will stay at home for two days and then come back to school.
	AM Group 2_Time AM  Class Small Group 2 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students: A,B,C,D,E,F
	AM Group 2Time AM  Class Small Group 2 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students: A,B,C,D,E,F
	AM Group 2Time AM  Class Small Group 2 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students_3: A,B,C,D,E,F
	AM Group 2Time AM  Class Small Group 2 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students_2: A,B,C,D,E,F
	Planned Activity_8: Shades of Paint    Beginning: Show the children the paint and mane the color and the white and black.  Ask the children “What do you think will happen when white is added to the color?  Acknowledge responses and mix paints.  Middle: Observe and comment along with the children about the changes they see.   Focus on how the primary color gets progressively lighter the more white the children add and how it gets darker when the children add more black.  Encourage children to comment on their peer’s work.  Encourage to look around the classroom for colors.  END: Together with the children cleanup the paints and mixing tools.  If children want to keep their papers, label them with the children’s names.  Pick out shades of colors in the children’s clothes and shoes to determine the order in which they will proceed to the next activity.  
	Planned Activity_9: Bears on a Boat: Beginning: Introduce the activity by saying  "This Block is a Boat and four of these bears are going to take a boat ride." count each bear as I put four bears on the block.  Pretend to give the bears a ride on the block.  Take the bears off and ask how many bears should ride the boat this time"Middle: Observe the children as they are using the materials.  Ask them how many bears they are putting on and taking off tier boats.  Extend children's stories about the bears and blocks by asking open-ended.  Introduce different size blocks, fabric pieces or other props for children to use. End: Give a warning, and bring the activity to a close.  With the children, put the bears and block back where they belong.  Remind the children where they can find these materials in the classroom if they want to play with them at work time.
	Planned Activity_10: Frogs on Lily Pads Beginning: Start by telling the children a story about a frog who crossed a pond by jumping on the colored lily pads.  Use a small plastic frog and two colors of paper squares.  Arrange the squares by alternating colors in a line across the felt board-red-yellow-red-yellow.        Middle: Give each children colored paper and a frog.  Ask the children to tell their own story about a frog and Lily pads.  Watch to see how children arrange the paper on the table. Comment on what you observe.                                         END: Watch to see whether children make patterns or sort their squares by color.  Before clean up time, ask the children if they would like to share how they arranged their lily pads. 
	DRDP Measures_1: 
	0: 
	0: [LLD 1: Understanding of Language (Receptive)]
	1: [ELD 1: Comprehension of English (Receptive English)]
	2: [LLD 3: Communication and Use of Language (Expressive)]
	3: [HSS 1: Sense of Time]
	4: 
	0: [SED 3: Relationships and Social Interactions with Familiar Adults]
	1: [ALT-REG 1: Attention Maintenance]
	2: [SED 3: Relationships and Social Interactions with Familiar Adults]
	3: [LLD 8: Phonological Awareness]
	4: [ELD 1: Comprehension of English (Receptive English)]
	5: 
	0: [ELD 3: Understanding and Response to English Literacy Activities]
	1: 
	0: [PD-HLTH 4: Fine Motor Manipulative Skills]
	1: [COG 7: Shapes]
	2: [COG 6: Patterning]
	3: [COG 8: Cause and Effect]
	4: [COG 3: Number Sense of Quantity ]
	5: [COG 7: Shapes]
	6: [PD-HLTH 4: Fine Motor Manipulative Skills]
	7: [PD-HLTH 4: Fine Motor Manipulative Skills]
	8: [COG 3: Number Sense of Quantity ]
	9: 
	0: [COG 6: Patterning]






	DRDP Measures_26: 
	1: 
	0: 
	0: [LLD 5: Interest in Literacy]
	1: [PD-HLTH 4: Fine Motor Manipulative Skills]
	2: 
	0: 
	0: [SED 3: Relationships and Social Interactions with Familiar Adults]
	1: [PD-HLTH 10: Nutrition]
	2: [SED 1: Identity of Self in Relation to Others]
	3: [LLD 2: Responsiveness to Language]
	4: [PD-HLTH 3: Gross Motor Manipulative Skills]





	Planned Activity_6: Making Shapes  Beginning:  Place the three tagboard shapes on the table and say “I have three shapes” Talk about the names of the shapes and its dimensions.  “The circle reminds me of a cookie.  Have you ever eaten a cookie shape of a triangle?” Say “I am going to make a cookie the shape of a triangle.:  Middle: As children explore the materials, talk with them about the shapes, including their names, properties, and how they are alike and different.  END: Set out baskets for the children to sort the tagboard shapes.  As them what they want to do with the cookies on the cookie sheets.  With the children put away the leftover dough, knives, and rolling pins.  
	Planned Activity_7: Tearing Paper Beginning: Start by telling children that we will be working with our fine motor skills today.  Ask them if they had ever torn paper before.       Middle: Give children a paper and ask it how they are going to be tearing their paper, small, medium, or large pieces.  Ask them if they can create an illustration by tearing the paper.  Encourage them to talk about their artwork.  END: Encourage them to share with peers their artwork and illustration.  Encourage them to dictate a story.  Clean up and transition to next activity.  
	Planned Nutrition Activity: 
	0: 
	0: During lunch time, encourage children to take at least two bites of new food in their tray. 
	1: During Lunch time, talk about the fruits and vegetables we are having,  How are they different or alike?  What kind of fruits and vegetables do you eat at home?
	2: 
	3: During lunch time, ask children to share their favorite fruit and how it keeps their bodies strong and healthy.
	4: During lunch time, have children share what they do or eat to keep their 


	Physical Activity: 
	0: Follow the leader: Teacher will lead and children will work on balancing on one foot, galloping, hoping, and jumping. 
	1: Go on a Nature Walk and find different items are the color green, brown, and red.
	2: Relay Races: Children will race with a child they pick a child to race with.
	3: Obstacle Course: Hop inside the hula hoop, walk around the colored cones, and crawl through tunnel.
	4: Practice walking with style- walk happy, walk scared, walk angry, walk shy, Encourage to think of different ways to walk.

	Time Quiet ActivityPrepare To Go HomeDismissal: 
	0: Books on Carpet with quiet music playing.
	1: Play-dough and Cookie Cutters at the table.
	2: Puzzles at the table.
	3: Markers and papers to draw favorite part of the day and dictate to teacher.
	4: Lacing cards.

	Overall Goal Children will be able to: Continue to feel comfortable in the classroom, with the routine, peers, and teachers.


